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QUALITY – TRADITION – ORGANIC - ECOLOGICAL - UNIQUE 	  

 
 
 
The Norwegian leatherbag producer BAQBAG has decided to challenge the international establishment within luxury 
leatherbags. 
 
The idea, design and production has headquarter on the small island of Boroy on the south-west coast of Norway. The island’s 
population of 220 inhabitants do not bring our thoughts to cities like Paris, Milano or New York, but their background and 
experience lean on more than 130 years of worldwide activity within leather. Last, but not least, the BAQ collection take their 
footsteps from the sea, just like the Vikings: 
The collection reflects the luggage collection of the founder’s granddad Gunder Thorstensen, who was a highly respected sailship 
captain more than a century ago. His bags were following him around the globe for 40 years, and as for his ship and his crew, 
quality of his luggage was essential. 
 
The BAQ collection is authentic reproductions of these original bags. In addition to all metal parts consisting of cast-moulded 
brass, the leather is tanned according to old organic methods and European specialists carry out the stitching, chiefly by hand. 
 
As the first bag manufacturer in the world, every single hide can be traced back to its original farm, documenting worldclass 
animal husbandry and welfare, as well as the highest level within organic farming. The standards documented even surpasses the 
EU's own rules for ecologic labelling, whilst the leather processing used is certified by the EU 100 % Organic Content Standard 
OCS. 

 
 
The leather is produced by pure organic methods, called vegetable tanning, used for centuries where only natural additives are set 
in for preservation. This has been the chosen method of their leather supplier for the last 150 years. 
 
Each leather hide is carefully selected, inspected and checked by our own experts. For each bag only one hide is used, allowing for 
the best parts of this hide to make up the leather bag. 
 
The metal parts are authentic reproductions, made in cast-moulded massive antique brass, where also modern technics like laser 
cutting is taken into use, and quality workmanship is paramount. 
 
Every single BAQ bag is handcrafted, based on traditional methods and tools, to each customer’s unique order, thus having a 
leather insignia inside the lining with the year of production engraved. Monogram: Further personalised touches such as initials is 
optional. 
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BAQ Leatherbags: 
New Norwegian Luxury Brand 

 

 “Catch your Drift” 
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Best regards 
Rolf Thorstensen  CEO 


